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High-Quality Fibre Optic Stripper 3 Hole Strip | Diameter: 250
micron, 600-900 micron, 1.6 mm-3.0 mm
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Description

Fibre Optic Stripper 3 Hole Strip: Efficient Stripping for
Precise Fiber Processing
Our Fibre Optic Stripper 3 Hole Strip is a must-have tool for anyone working with fiber optics. Its three-hole design is specifically
engineered to handle different stripping functions with ease. The first hole expertly removes the fiber jacket to the micron
buffer coating, ensuring a seamless transition. The second hole is dedicated to stripping the micro buffer coating to the micron
cable, enabling precise fiber preparation. Finally, the third hole flawlessly strips the micron cable to the glass fiber without
causing any nicks or scratches, resulting in high-quality fiber connections.

 

We understand the importance of accuracy and safety in fiber optic work. That's why our stripper features an angled jaw that
guides the fiber into the third hole, reducing the risk of accidental fiber cutting. Additionally, a safety lock mechanism allows for
easy storage when the tool is not in use, ensuring a clutter-free workspace and preventing damage.

 

When it comes to durability, our Fibre Optic Stripper 3 Hole Strip stands out. Crafted from strong high carbon steel, it can
withstand the demands of frequent use and maintain its functionality over time. The handle is made of TPR (thermoplastic
rubber), providing not only excellent grip but also enhanced comfort during extended stripping sessions.
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With its specific specifications, our stripper offers precise and consistent results. The buffer coating range of 600-900 micron
ensures efficient stripping of various cable types. The strip diameter capability ranges from 250 micron coating to expose the
125 micron glass fiber, accommodating a wide range of fiber sizes. Whether you're working with cables ranging from 1.6 mm to
3.0 mm in diameter, our stripper has got you covered.

 

Purchase our Fibre Optic Stripper 3 Hole Strip now and experience hassle-free and accurate fiber optic stripping. Invest in a
reliable tool for professional results!

FEATURES
First hole strips the fiber jacket to the micron buffer coating
Second hole then strips the micro buffer coating to the micron cable
Third hole strips the micron cable to the glass fiber without nicks or scratches
Angled jaw guides fiber into the 3rd hole to prevent accidental cutting of the fiber
Safety lock allows the tool to be easily stored when not in use
Tool is made of strong high carbon steel and handle is made of TPR (thermoplastic rubber) for high durability and
greater
comfort

SPECIFICATIONS
Buffer Coating: 600-900 micron
Strip Diameter: 250 micron coating to expose the 125 micron glass fiber
Fiber Jacket: 1.6 mm-3.0 mm

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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